
A Commentary on the Book of Proverbs 
Chapter 8:1-36: Eternity of Wisdom 
 
Verses 1-11: Wisdom’s Riches: Lady wisdom speaks about herself. She has been present from 
the beginning of creation and she addresses humanity on what is praiseworthy in the world. 
Wisdom is present in all of creation, in all movements of people. Her speech is in a public 
setting for all to hear, listen and obey her instructions. Wisdom is at the ‘city gates’, a place of 
justice [court] in ancient world. It was a place where crossroads and streets converge, where 
people come in and go out, symbolic of human way of life and wisdom is there to assist [Lady 
Folly will try the same persuasion to deceive people]. Wisdom serves humans to experience 
life’s true worth; to guide humanity to live life’s full potential is wisdom’s business. Lady 
wisdom is endowed with dignity, goodness, nobility, truth and justice; she is merciful and kind, 
healer of human folly. Wisdom’s words are to inspire goodness in human hearts opposite to 
seductive, evil speech of the wicked. Wisdom’s words are the light in the commandments of 
God for people to see, embrace and obey. One who listens to Lady Folly is deaf to Lady 
wisdom’s call and fails to know what is true and just. Wisdom must be desired more than silver 
and gold! 
 
Verses 12-21: Wisdom is the source of good counsel: wisdom is behind the order in the 
universe, in the prudent and upright conduct of people. Pride, arrogance, evil are associated 
with rulers/people who trust in brute power/force, manipulation of the weak. Benevolent 
rulers listen to the counsel of wisdom [like Solomon  in 1King 3;9] and they have the gift of ‘fear 
of God’, because wisdom sits beside God! Leaders excel if they govern with wisdom’s gifts and 
approval. Wisdom assists rulers to rule justly. Rulers have a responsibility to look after the 
welfare of the least in society; they too have a right to God’s gifts in creation. With fear of God 
comes respect for cosmic order, earth as common home for human family. Abuse of nature is 
an assault on wisdom. Wisdom says, ‘I am understanding, counsel, success, power’ [In Isaiah 
11:2, the messiah of God possesses these attributes of wisdom]. Wisdom loves those who love 
her; she enriches her lover. Wisdom loves and rejoices in humans but humans must use rational 
faculties to seek and find her. To find wisdom is to find life. The way of wisdom is peace and 
wellbeing! 
 
Verses 22-36: Lady Wisdom’s Relationship to God: in this section Proverbs narrate the origin of 
wisdom before all creation, personified wisdom as coeternal with God. Wisdom assisted God in 
creation or through wisdom God created the world. Wisdom was God’s chief craftswoman. This 
passage could echo God’s word [wisdom] in Genesis 1:3, ‘let there be…’ and creation came to 
be. Here wisdom is described as a child of God playing before him. Wisdom’s delight in humans 
is seen as wisdom’s play or inspiration in human hearts. Wisdom’s delight in human beings is 
God’s delight because wisdom aids God in crafting man/woman in God’s image and likeness; it 
also would mean creation is an act of God’s joy. Human rational faculties are gifts of wisdom, an 
ability to relate to God. Wisdom gives all beings their true function and purpose. Humans who 
befriend wisdom plays with her! Influence of this passage is reflected in John’s gospel and 
Paul’s writings identifying wisdom with the Word, Christ. John 1:18, ‘the Word was God; the 
Word was in the bosom of the Father’. In Colossians 1:15-16, Paul says, Christ, ‘first born of all 



creation, in him all things were created’. These passages reflect Christ’s role same as Wisdom’s 
role in Proverbs 8:22; wisdom is a child of God and Christ is Son of God. Fathers of the church 
interpreted Word as Wisdom as in Proverbs 8:22. This understanding is also included in the 
Nicene creed: Christ as ‘begotten, not made’ [distinct person of the Trinity but coeternal with 
God the Father]. Begotten/beget is also meant to possess. Christ possesses his being from God! 
 
Wisdom is a teacher; listening, obeying her instruction is blessing and life. Wisdom is about 
living according to the mind of God. Sin is missing the mark on the journey toward God or loving 
death, effect of rejecting wisdom. Loving wisdom is to prosper in life. Human vocation is to seek 
discover and obey wisdom’s promptings in one’s daily actions. Humans who follow Folly break 
the boundaries God set in creation, ‘foolish and senseless people’ [Jeremiah 5:21-29]. Wisdom 
reminds everyone the proper conduct in relation to fellow beings and rest of creation. 
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